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Abstract

We describe a new problem generator for three different types of resource-constrained
project scheduling problems with minimal and maximal time lags. The cyclicity of the
underlying project network requires special techniques for the parameter-driven genera-
tion of cycle structures. Two different approaches for the generation of cycle structures are
presented: the direct method which inserts backward arcs into an acyclic network and the
contraction method which constructs isolated strong components which are then con-
tracted to a single node and incorporated into an acyclic network. Efficient algorithms for
the direct method and the contraction method are provided.
The generation of the project's basic data as well as the resource demand and availability
is based on ProGen by Kolisch et al.
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1. Introduction

Several network and problem generators for resource-constrained scheduling problems
are known from literature (Kolisch et al. 1992, Demeulemeester et al. 1993, Agrawal et al.
1994). One of the best-known scheduling problems is the resource-constrained project
scheduling problem (RCPSP). Until 1992, an inhomogeneous testset of Patterson (1984) has
been used as a benchmark for algorithms. This testset includes problems published in
Davis (1969), Patterson and Huber (1974), Davis and Patterson (1975), Talbot and
Patterson, and Patterson (1984). Of course, these problems had not been generated using a
unified and systematic approach controled by several network and resource-based param-
eters like network complexity or resource strength.
Additionally, the development of a new efficient branch-and-bound procedure for RCPSP
by Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1992) has shown that all problems of the Patterson
testset without exception belong to a class of "easy" problems, that is, they can be solved
optimally within a very short amount of time. Kolisch et al. (1992) have shown that there
are lower-sized problems which are much harder to solve.
Therefore, the empirical analysis of algorithms should be based on problem instances
which have been generated systematically by a problem generator. The performance of the
tested algorithms can then be evaluated depending on different problem measures.
The problem generator ProGen of Kolisch et al. creates problem instances of RCPSP or the
generalized multi-mode problem MRCPSP. Several network measures like the number of
nodes, the network complexity, the number of predecessors and successors of a node as
well as parameters for the generation of the basic data and the resource constraints can be
specified.
The network generator of Demeulemeester et al. creates acyclic weakly connected di-
graphs where each network structure (with given number of nodes and arcs) can be gen-
erated with exactly the same probability (strongly randomized networks). Due to the spe-
cific approach required for the strong randomness, other network measures such as re-
dundancy cannot be observed.
Whereas the networks generated by Kolisch et al. and Demeulemeester et al. are so-called
activity-on-node networks (A-on-N networks, that is, the activities are identified with the
nodes of the project network, the arcs define time and precedence constraints), the genera-
tor of Agrawal et al. constructs activity-on-arc networks (A-on-A networks) for which the
arcs correspond to the activities of a project. Control parameters are the number of nodes,
the number of arcs, and the CI-index of reduction complexity (which is defined to be the
minimum number of node reductions sufficient to reduce a series-parallel digraph to a
single edge, cf. Bein et al. 1992).
An important generalization of RCPSP is problem RCPSP/max where maximal time lags
between the start of activities define additional time constraints. Maximal time lags can,
for instance, be used to model due dates, time-varying resource demands of activities, or
time windows due to technological or organizational restrictions. For applications we refer
to Neumann and Schwindt (1995).
A maximal time lag between activities i and j can be represented by a backward arc     < j, i >
from the node corresponding to activity j to the node corresponding to activity i in the un-
derlying A-on-N project network       

r
N =< V ,E;c > .     < j, i >  is weighted with the negative cor-

responding maximal time lag   Tij
max . The introduction of backward arcs, however, gener-

ates cycle structures in     
r

N . Thus, project networks modeling precedence and time con-
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straints of RCPSP/max instances are no longer acyclic and we need specific techniques for
the parameter-driven generation of cycle structures.
The new problem generator ProGen/max developed within this paper is partially based
on ProGen for the basic data generation and the construction of acyclic network structures.
The generation of resource demand and availability is adopted from ProGen without
almost any modification and will only be sketched briefly. The main emphasis of this
paper is on theoretical results for cyclic digraphs and methods incorporated in
ProGen/max for an efficent construction of cyclic networks taking into account several
measures like number, size, and density of cycle structures.
ProGen/max additionally includes an option which adapts the methodology of Agrawal
et al. to the case of activity-on-node networks. All generated networks are based on a so-
called skeleton with given reduction complexity CI. The skeleton is then modified by se-
ries and parallel expansion, which does not alter the reduction complexity CI. For details
we refer to Agrawal et al. (1994).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with three dif-
ferent optimization models for resource-constrained project scheduling with minimal and
maximal time lags, basic definitions of graph theory, theorems which will be used for the
network generation algorithms, and several network measures which are known from
literature. Two different approaches for the construction of cyclic networks, the direct and
the contraction method, are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize the genera-
tion of resource constraints developed by Kolisch et al. (1992).

The problem generation can be outlined as follows:

Algorithm A1. Problem generation

(1) Basic data generation (cf. Subsection 3.1)

(2) Construction of the structure of the underlying project network (cf. Subsections 3.2
and 3.3)

(3) Determination of the activity durations (cf. Subsection 3.4)

(4) Determination of minimal and maximal time lags between activities (cf. Subsection
3.4)

(5) Generation of resource availability and resource demand (cf. Subsections 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively)
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2. Basic Concepts

2.1 Models for resource-constrained scheduling

ProGen/max generates instances of several types of multi-mode resource-constrained
project scheduling problems with minimal and maximal time lags and renewable, non-re-
newable, and doubly-constrained resources: The resource-constrained project scheduling
problem MRCPSP/max, the resource-leveling problem MRLP/max, and the resource in-
vestment problem MRIP/max. Of course, special cases, such as MRCPSP or RLP/max can
be obtained as well, by fixing the number of maximal time lags to zero or, respectively, by
restricting the number of possible execution modes for any activity to one.
In this subsection we give a formal definition of the three problems MRLP/max,
MRCPSP/max, and MRIP/max. For more details and formulations as linear optimization
problems with binary variables, we refer to Franck and Schwindt (1995).

We introduce the following notation:

0, n+1 dummy activities representing the start and the end of the project, re-
spectively     (D0 = Dn+1 = 0)

  bjlm weight of arc     < j, l >∈E      (m ∈Mj ) with

    
bjlm:=

Tjlm
min ,  if there is a minimal time lag between activities j and l

−Tlj
max ,  if there is a maximal time lag between activities l and j







  ci integer-valued cost of one unit of resource i     (i ∈Rρ ∪ Rν)

  Djm non-preemptable integer-valued duration of activity j scheduled in
mode m     ( j ∈V ,m ∈Mj )

E arc set of the underlying project network       
r
G =< V ,E >

  Mj set of modes in which activity j can be performed     ( j ∈V)

  R
ρ ∪ Rν set of renewable, nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained resources

  Ri
ρ integer-valued limited capacity of renewable (doubly-constrained) re-

source     i (i ∈Rρ)

  Ri
ν integer-valued limited capacity of nonrenewable (doubly-constrained)

resource     i (i ∈Rν)

  
rijm

ρ integer-valued per period usage of renewable (doubly-constrained) re-

source i performing activity j in mode m     ( j ∈V , i ∈Rρ ,m ∈Mj )

  rijm
ν integer-valued total consumption of nonrenewable (doubly-con-

strained) resource i performing activity j in mode m

    ( j ∈V , i ∈Rν ,m ∈Mj )

  STj start time of activity j     ( j ∈V)
T fixed project duration

  T upper bound on the project duration
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    Tjlm
min ,Tjl

max minimal and maximal integer-valued time lags, respectively, between
the start of activities j and l. The minimal time lag is depending on exe-
cution mode m of activity j

    V = 0,... ,n + 1{ } set of activities which are to be performed. V at the same time corre-

sponds to the node set of the underlying project network       
r
G =< V ,E >

    V(t) set of activities which are in progress at time t

  xjm binary variable which is exactly one, if activity j is performed in mode
m, zero otherwise     ( j ∈V ,m ∈Mj )

MRCPSP/max can be stated as follows:

    

(2.1) (MRCPSP / max)

min STn+1

s.t. STl − STj ≥ bjlmxjm
m∈Mj

∑ (< j, l >∈E)

rijm
ρ xjm ≤ Ri

ρ

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V(t)
∑ (i ∈Rρ , t = 0,...,T − 1)

rijm
ν xjm

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V
∑ ≤ Ri

ν (i ∈Rν )

xjm = 1
m∈Mj

∑ ( j ∈V)

xjm ∈ 0,1{ } ( j ∈V,m ∈Mj )




















The project duration is to be minimized. Minimal and maximal time lags between activi-
ties as well as limited availabilities of renewable, nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained
resources have to be taken into account. Any job is performed in exactly one mode.

The resource leveling problem MRLP/max consists of the determination of a feasible
schedule which minimizes a monotonously increasing function of the variation in time of
resource requirements. Different objective functions can be found in literature. An objec-
tive function with many applications in practice is, for instance,

(2.2)  

    

f (ST1,... ,STn):= 1

Rρ max
t=0,...,T−1

rijm
ρ xjm

j∈V(t)
∑

i∈Rρ
∑

which corresponds to the mean resource availability which has to be provided if the re-
source availability (which is constant in time) is determined by the maximum resource re-
quirements during the execution of the project.

MRLP/max can be stated as follows:
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(2.3) (MRLP / max)

min f (ST1,...,STn )

s.t. STl − STj ≥ bjlmxjm
m∈Mj

∑ (< j, l >∈E)

STn+1 ≤ T

rijm
ρ xjm

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V(t)
∑ ≤ Ri

ρ (i ∈Rρ , t = 0,...,T − 1)

rijm
ν xjm

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V
∑ ≤ Ri

ν (i ∈Rν )

xjm = 1
m∈Mj

∑ ( j ∈V)

xjm ∈ 0,1{ } ( j ∈V,m ∈Mj )





















An objective function (depending on the schedule     (ST1,... ,STn)) is to be minimized. Anal-
ogously to MRCPSP/max, precedence, time, and resource constraints must be observed
and each activity is performed in exactly one mode. Additionally, the project has to be
completed at a given point in time T.

The resource investment problem MRIP/max can be viewed as some kind of dualization
of MRCPSP/max (cf. Demeulemeester 1992). The objective is the minimization of the costs
for resource availability subject to the punctual completion of the project.

MRIP/max can be stated as follows:

    

(2.4) (MRIP / max)

min ciRi
ρ

i∈Rρ ∪Rν
∑

s.t. STl − STj ≥ bjlxjm
m∈Mj

∑ (< j, l >∈E)

STn+1 ≤ T

rijm
ρ

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V(t)
∑ xjm ≤ Ri

ρ (i ∈Rρ , t = 0,...,T − 1)

rijm
ν xjm

m∈Mj

∑
j∈V
∑ ≤ Ri

ν (i ∈Rν )

xjm = 1
m∈Mj

∑ ( j ∈V)

xjm ∈ 0,1{ } ( j ∈V,m ∈Mj )






















The only difference between MRIP/max and MRLP/max is made by the objective func-
tion.

2.2 Basic Definitions and Theorems

In this section, we provide some basic definitions and results for digraphs which are used
in Section 3 for the generation of cycle structures. For an introduction into the theory of
graphs and digraphs we refer to Bondy and Murty (1976), Berge (1985), or Neumann and
Morlock (1993).
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We introduce the following notation. The symbols refer to digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  or to net-

work       
r
G =< V ,E;c > , repectively:

A adjacency matrix
C set of cycle structures
C(i) cycle structure to which node   i ∈V  belongs; not defined, if   i ∈V  is not in the set of

nodes of a cycle structure     C ∈C

  cij weight of arc <i,j>

    δ
−(i) outdegree of node   i ∈V

    δ
+(i) indegree of node   i ∈V

E set of arcs
I identity matrix
<i,j> arc from node   i ∈V  to node   j ∈V
P(i) set of direct predecessors of node   i ∈V
R set of sources
R reachability matrix
R(i) set of nodes node   i ∈V  which are reachable from node i

      R (i) set of nodes from which node   i ∈V  can be reached
S set of sinks
S(i) set of direct successors of node   i ∈V
V set of nodes

      V(
r
G) set of nodes of a digraph     

r
G

We assume that digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  is simple, that is, it contains no parallel arcs or di-

rected loops.

Definition 1. Adjancency matrix A of a digraph

The adjacency matrix A of digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  is defined to be the   n × n matrix 

    
aij( )i , j∈V

with 
    
aij :=

1,  if < i, j >∈E

0,  otherwise




.

Definition 2. Indegree and outdegree of node   i ∈V

The indegree     δ
−(i) of node   i ∈V  is defined to be the number of (direct) predecessors of

node i:       δ
−(i):= P (i) .

Analogously, the outdegree     δ
+(i) of node   i ∈V  is defined to be the number of (direct) suc-

cessors of node i:       δ
+(i):= S(i)
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Definition 3. Reachability

A node   j ∈V  is called reachable from node i if j = i or if there is a (directed) path   Wij  with
origin i and terminus j.

Definition 4. Reachability matrix of a digraph

The reachability matrix R of digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  is defined to be the   n × n matrix 

    
rij( )i , j∈V

with 
    
rij :=

1,  if j is reachable from i
0,  otherwise





.

Definition 5. Connectivity

Two nodes     i, j ∈V  are called connected if     rij = 1 or rji = 1.

Definition 6. Subdigraph and subdigraph induced by node set

A digraph       
r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  represents a subdigraph of digraph       

r
G =< V ,E >  if     V ' ⊆ V ,E' ⊆ E

and     (< i, j >∈E'⇒ i, j ∈V ' ).

A digraph       
r
G' ' =< V ' ' ,E' ' > represents the (unique) subdigraph of digraph       

r
G =< V ,E >  in-

duced by node set     V ' '  if     V ' ' ⊆ V and (< i, j >∈E' ' ⇔ i, j ∈V ' ' ,< i, j >∈E).

Definition 7. Weak component

A weak component       
r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  of     

r
G  is defined to be a maximal subdigraph of     

r
G  (with

respect to     V ' ) induced by node set     V '  for which all nodes     i, j ∈V '  are connected. A di-

graph     
r
G  which constitutes a weak component of itself is called weakly connected.

Remark 1.

If there is a subdigraph       
r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  of digraph       

r
G =< V ,E >  with     V ' ⊂ V , such that       

r
G'  is a

weak weak component of     
r
G , then     

r
G  is no weak component.

Definition 8. Network

An arc-weighted digraph       
r
G =< V ,E;c >  with     c: E → IR  is called network if the underlying

digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  is weakly connected.
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Definion 9. Strong component

A strong component       
r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  of     

r
G  is defined to be a maximal subdigraph of     

r
G  (with

respect to     V ' ) for which all nodes     i, j ∈V '  are mutuallay reachable. A digraph     
r
G  which

constitutes a strong component of itself is called strongly connected.

Remark 2.

Obviously, any strong component is a weak component, too.

Definition 10. Cycle structure

A cycle structure     C =< V ' ,E' > of     
r
G  is a strong component of     

r
G  with     V ' ≥ 2.

Remark 3.

A cycle structure C=    C(i) =< V ' ,E' >  with     i ∈V '  is the subdigraph of     
r
G  induced by the

node set       V ' = R (i) ∩ R (i) with     i{ } ⊂ V ' .

Definition 11. Contraction of a cycle structure.

The contraction of a cycle structure C in a digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  is the assignment of a di-

graph       
r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  to     

r
G  such that

(i)     V ' := V \V(C) ∪ c{ }

(ii)

    

E' := E \ < i, j >∈E i, j{ } ∩ V ' ≠ ∅{ }
∪ < c, j > ∃ < i, j >∈E:i ∈V(C){ }
∪ < i,c > ∃ < i, j >∈E: j ∈V(C){ }

c is referred to as the contracted cycle structure C.

Definition 12. Expansion of a contracted cycle structure

Let c be the contracted cycle structure C in a digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  and       

r
G' =< V ' ,E' >  a di-

graph with subdigraph     
r
G . By the expansion of c with respect to       

r
G'  we mean the assign-

ment of a digraph       
r
G' ' =< V ' ' ,E' ' > to     

r
G  such that

(i)     V ' ' := V ∪ (V(C) ∩ V ' )\ c{ }
(ii)

  
E'':= E ∪ < i, j >∈E' i, j{ } ∩ V''≠ ∅{ }\ < i, j >∈E c ∈ i, j{ }{ }.
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Definition 13. Redundant arc

An arc     < i, j >∈E  is said to be redundant in       
r
G =< V ,E >  if there is a (directed) path   Wij  in

    
r
G  which contains more than one arc.

Remark 4.

Obviously, it holds that:     < i, j >  redundant ⇔     ′rij = 1 for       
r
G' =< V ,E \ < i, j >{ } >  with reach-

ability matrix R'.

Definition 14. Redundancy generating arc

An arc     < i, j >∈E  is said to be redundancy generating in       
r
G =< V ,E >  if     < i, j >  is redundant

in     
r
G  or if there are nodes     k, l ∈V  and a corresponding (directed) path   Wkl in     

r
G  such that

    < k, l >  is redundant in     
r
G  and     < i, j >  is part of   Wkl.

Remark 5 (cf. Kolisch et al. 1992).

    < i, j >  is redundancy generating in     
r
G  ⇔ one of the following four cases is true

(i)       j ∈R (i)\ S(i)
(ii)       ∃l ∈R ( j): P (l) ∩ R (i) ≠ ∅
(iii)       P ( j) ∩ R (i) ≠ ∅
(iv)       S(i) ∩ R ( j) ≠ ∅

Theorem 1.

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be an acyclic digraph with reachability matrix R  and     < i, j >∉E . Let

      
r
G' =< V ,E ∪ < i, j >{ } >  be the digraph which is obtained by the insertion of     < i, j >  into     

r
G .

Let be 
    
ρij

(1) ,ρij
(2) ,ρij

(3) (i, j ∈V) the following indices with corresponding   n × n matrices

  Ρ
(1) ,Ρ(2) ,  and Ρ(3):
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(2.5)

      

ρij
(1):= δ akl

l∈R ( j)
∑

k∈R (i)
∑











ρij
(2):= δ akl

l∈R (i)
∑

k∈P (i)
∑











ρij
(3):= δ akl

l∈R ( j)
∑

k∈S (i)
∑



























(i, j ∈V)  with 
    
δ(x):=

1,  if x > 0
0,  otherwise





.

In       
r
G'  we obtain the following equivalences:

(i)
        j ∈R (i)\ S(i) ⇔ rij = 1 in 

r
G

(ii)
        
(∃l ∈R ( j): P (l) ∩ R (i) ≠ ∅) ⇔ ρij

(1) = 1 in 
r
G

(iii)
        
P ( j) ∩ R (i) ≠ ∅ ⇔ ρij

(2) = 1 in 
r
G

(iv)
        
S(i) ∩ R ( j) ≠ ∅ ⇔ ρij

(3) = 1 in 
r
G

Corollary 1.

Let Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be an acyclic digraph with     < i, j >∉E . The insertion of arc     < i, j >  will

generate redundancy (that is,     < i, j >  will be redundancy generating in

      
r
G' =< V ,E ∪ < i, j >{ } >) exactly if 

    
ρij := rij + ρij

(1) + ρij
(2) + ρij

(3) > 0 .

Theorem 2.

The maximal number of arcs     < i, j >  which can be inserted into an acyclic digraph

      
r
G =< V ,E >  without redundant arcs, such that     < i, j >  is redundant in digraph

      
r
G' =< V ,E ∪ < i, j >{ } >  and       

r
G'  is acyclic is

(2.6)
    
mred

max = rij − V
i , j∈V
∑ − E .

Proof.

With Remark 4 and

(i)     rii = 1 ∀i ∈V  and
(ii)     < i, j >∈E ⇒ rij = 1

we obtain
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(2.7)

    

mred
max = rij

j∈V\ i{ }
<i , j>∉E

∑
i∈V
∑ = rij

i , j∈V
∑ − rii

i∈V
∑ − rij

<i , j>∈E
∑ = rij

i , j∈V
∑ − V − E ❏

Theorem 3.

The maximal number of arcs     < i, j >  which can be inserted into an acyclic digraph

      
r
G =< V ,E >  without redundant arcs, such that     < i, j >  is redundancy generating in

      
r
G' =< V ,E ∪ < i, j >{ } >  and       

r
G'  is acyclic is

    

(2.8) mredGen
max = (rij + ρij

(1) + ρij
(2) + ρij

(3)

i , j∈V
rji =0

∑

−rijρij
(1) − rijρij

(2) − rijρij
(3) − ρij

(1)ρij
(2) − ρij

(1)ρij
(3) − ρij

(2)ρij
(3)

+rijρij
(1)ρij

(2) + rijρij
(1)ρij

(3) + rijρij
(2)ρij

(3) + ρij
(1)ρij

(2)ρij
(3)

−rijρij
(1)ρij

(2)ρij
(3))

− E

The proof basically consists of the application of Corollary 1.

Theorem 4.

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a digraph with reachability matrix R. Let 

      
R2:= rij

(2)( )
i , j∈V

 be the squared

reachability matrix. If     rij = 1, the cardinal number of the node set V' of the cycle structure

C(i) = C(j) which results from the insertion of arc     < j, i >  into     
r
G  is

(2.9)
    
V ' = V(C(i)) = V(C( j)) = rij

(2)

Proof.

Due to     rij = 1, the insertion of arc     < j, i >  generates the cycle structure     C(i) = C( j)  with

node set       R (i) ∩ R (i) = R ( j) ∩ R ( j) .

(i)
    
rij

(2) ≤ V ' :

      
rij

(2) = rikrkj
k∈V
∑ = l ∈V l ∈R (i) ∩ R ( j){ } .

After the insertion of     < j, i >  we obtain:       k ∈R ( j) ∩ R (i) ∀ k ∈ l ∈V l ∈R (i) ∩ R ( j){ }.
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      ⇒ k ∈R (i) ∩ R (i) = R ( j) ∩ R ( j) = V(C(i)) ∀ k ∈ l ∈V l ∈R (i) ∩ R ( j){ }
      ⇒ l ∈V l ∈R (i) ∩ R ( j){ } ⊆ V(C(i))

    
⇒ rij

(2) ≤ V(C(i)) = V '

(ii)
    
rij

(2) ≥ V '

After the insertion of     < j, i > , let   k ∈V  be a node of the cycle structure C(i). Then, k is
part of a path   Wij  from node i to node j.

    ⇒ ∀k ∈V(C(i)): rikrkj = 1

    
⇒ rikrkj

k∈V(C(i))
∑ = V(C(i))

    
⇒ rij

(2) ≥ V(C(i)) = V '

(i), (ii) 
    
⇒ rij

(2) = V ' ❏

Remark 6.

For   i ≠ j  
    
rij

(2) ≤ 1 implies     rij = 0 , since

    
rij

(2) = rikrkj
k∈V
∑ = rikrkj

k∈V\ i , j{ }
∑ + riirij + rijrjj ≥ riirij + rijrjj = 2rij > 1 if     rij = 1.

Corollary 2.

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a digraph with squared reachability matrix     R2  and set of cycle

structures C. The number     Γ:= C  of cycle structures in     
r
G  is

(2.10)

    

Γ = 1
rii

(2)
i∈V
rii

(2) >1

∑ .

Corollary 3.

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a digraph with adjacency matrix A and the squared reachability matrix

    R2 . Arc     < i, j >∈E  is redundant in     
r
G  exactly if     aij = 1 and 

    
rij

(2) > 2 .
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Lemma 1.

Let     
r
G  be an acyclic weak component with two sinks (that is,     S ≥ 2). Then, for any sink

  s ∈S , there are a further sink     s'∈S, s' ≠ s  and a source   r ∈R , such that       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ).

Proof.

Since     
r
G  is acyclic, for each sink   s ∈S  there is a source   r ∈R , such that       r ∈R (s) .

Let us assume that for a given sink s there are no sink     s'∈S, s' ≠ s  and source   r ∈R , such
that       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ).

      ⇒ R (s) ∩ R (s' ) = ∅ ∀s'∈S: s' ≠ s

⇒ the subdigraph       
r
G'  of     

r
G  induced by       R (s)  is a weak component of     

r
G , and       

r
G' ≠

r
G  since

      s'∉R (s).
⇒     

r
G  is not weakly connected, which contradicts the prerequisites. ❏

Lemma 2.

Let     
r
G  be an acyclic weak component with two sources (that is,     R ≥ 2). Then, for any

source   r ∈R , there are a further source     r'∈R,r' ≠ r  and a sink   s ∈S , such that
      s ∈R (r) ∩ R (r' ) .

The proof can be led analogously to Lemma 1.

Theorem 5.

Let     
r
G  be an acyclic weak component with two sources and two sinks (that is,     R ≥ 2,

    S ≥ 2). Then, there is always a sink   s ∈S  with       R (s) ∩ R ≥ 2 , and for each sink   s ∈S  with

      R (s) ∩ R ≥ 2  there are two corresponding sources     r,r'∈R,r ≠ r'  with       s ∈R (r) ∩ R (r' ) ,
where r can be chosen such that there is a sink     s'∈S, s' ≠ s  with       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ).

Proof.

Since     
r
G  is acyclic and weakly connected with     R ≥ 2 and     S ≥ 2, the prerequisites of Lem-

mata 1 and 2 are met.
From Lemma 2 it follows that:

      ∃ s ∈S: (∃ r1,r2 ∈R,r1 ≠ r2: s ∈R (r1) ∩ R (r2 )) .
With Lemma 1 we obtain that there is a further sink     s'∈S, s' ≠ s  such that there is a source
    ̂r ∈R  with       ̂r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ) .

(i)     ̂r ≠ r1, r̂ ≠ r2

      ⇒ r1,r2 , r̂ ∈R (s)  and       ̂r ∈R (s' ).
By setting     r:= r̂ ,r' := r1 or r' := r1 , we obtain       s ∈R (r) ∩ R (r' )  and       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ).
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(ii)     ̂r = r1

      ⇒ r2 , r̂ ∈R (s) and       ̂r ∈R (s' ).
By setting     r:= r̂ ,r' := r2 , we obtain       s ∈R (r) ∩ R (r' )  and       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ).

(iii)     ̂r = r2

      ⇒ r1, r̂ ∈R (s) and       ̂r ∈R (s' ).
By setting     r:= r̂ ,r' := r1, we obtain       s ∈R (r) ∩ R (r' )  and       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ). ❏

Corollary 4.

Let     
r
G  be an acyclic weak component with two sources and two sinks. Then, there are

sources     r,r'∈R,r ≠ r'  and sinks s, s'∈S, s ≠ s'  such that       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ) and s ∈R (r' ).

Theorem 6.

Let     
r
G  be an acyclic weak component with two sources and two sinks. Let     r,r'∈R,r ≠ r'

and     s, s'∈S, s ≠ s'  with       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ) and s ∈R (r' ).
Then, the insertion of arc     < s,r >  generates a cycle structure C(r) = C(s) such that the con-
traction of C(r) in     

r
G  yields a digraph       

r
G'  in which the contracted cycle structure c of C(r)

neither constitutes a source nor a sink.

Proof.

From Corollary 3 it follows that there are sources     r,r'∈R,r ≠ r'  and sinks s, s'∈S, s ≠ s'
with       r ∈R (s) ∩ R (s' ) and s ∈R (r' ). We obtain:

(i)       r ∈R (s), s'∉C(r) ⇒ c ∈R (c)

(ii)       s ∈R (r' ),r'∉C(r) ⇒ c ∈R (r' )

(i), (ii)       ⇒ s'∈R (c) and r'∈R (c) which implies       R (c)\ c{ } ≠ ∅ and R (c)\ c{ } ≠ ∅ . Hence, c
neither constitutes a sink nor a source. ❏

Theorem 7.

Any acyclic digraph possesses one source and one sink.
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Proof.

Let us assume that there is an acyclic digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  with     V = 1,... ,n{ } which has no

sink, that is, any node is positively incident with at least one other node. Starting with
node     i1  there is a node     i2  with     < i1, i2 >∈E, for node     i2  there is a node     i3 ∉ i1, i2{ }  (    

r
G  is

acyclic) with     < i2 , i3 >∈E, etc. Finally, there is a node     in ∉ i1,... , in−1{ }  with     < in−1, in >∈E .   in
is positively incident with a node     in+1 ∈V = i1,... , in{ } which represents a contradiction to

the acyclicity of     
r
G .

The proof for the existence of a source can be led analogously. ❏

2.3 Network Measures

The structure of the underlying network generally has a strong impact on the time which
an exact algorithm needs to solve a sequencing problem as well as on the deviation of a
heuristic solution from the optimum.
In literature, a large number of network measures can be found which describe the size,
the logic, and the shape of networks (cf. Thesen 1977, Elmaghraby and Herroelen 1980,
Davis 1975, Kaiman 1974, Kutulus and Davis 1982, Patterson (1976)).
Table 1 summarizes the control parameters used by ProGen/max for the generation of the
project network:

Measure Definition
Number of nodes   V
Estimator for the restrictiveness (see below)

    
RT =

2 rij
i , j∈V
∑ − 6(V − 1)

(V − 2)(V − 3)
Degree of redundancy

  
ρ = E − mnonRed

E
Number of predecessors and number of successors of a node       P (i) , S(i) (i ∈V)
Number of cycle structures

    

Γ:= C = 1
rii

(2)
i∈V
rii

(2) >1

∑

Percentage of backward arcs
    

< j, i >∈E rij = 1{ }
Number of nodes in a cycle structure

    rii
(2) > 1 (i ∈V)

Table 1. Network measures

Instead of the most commonly used network complexity (that is, the ratio of the number of
arcs to the number of nodes), we employ one of the approximations for the restrictiveness
developed by Thesen (1977).
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Definition 15: Restrictiveness of a digraph

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a weakly connected digraph with exactly one source 0 and exactly one

sink n+1 and node set     V = 0,1,... ,n,n + 1{ }. With Π  we denote the number of possible per-
turbations     (i1, i2 ,... , in) of     V ' = 1,... ,n{ } ⊆ V  such that       k < l ⇒ ik ∉R (il ). The restrictiveness

is defined as 
    
Ρ:= 1 − log Π

logn!
.

Remark 7.

  Ρ ∈[0,1],   Ρ = 0 for parallel digraphs, and   Ρ = 1 for series digraphs (cf. Thesen 1977).

Representing an exact measure for the cardinal number of the solution space, Ρ  would be
an appropriate index of network complexity. The determination of Π , however, consti-
tutes a hard combinatorial problem. That is why Thesen has tested a set of over 40 differ-
ent estimators for Ρ . With RT we denote that estimator which yielded the lowest mean
relative error (with respect to Ρ ) in the empirical analysis of Thesen:

Definition 16. Estimator RT for the restrictiveness

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a weakly connected digraph with exactly one source 0 and exactly one

sink n+1, node set     V = 0,1,... ,n,n + 1{ } and reachability matrix R. Imaginary (undirected)
edges with incident nodes     i, j ∈V  between which no precedence relation has been estab-
lished (that is,       i ∉R ( j) ∪ R ( j)) are called disjunctive arcs. Let   nd  be the number of disjunc-

tive arcs in digraph     
r
G  and let 

    
nd

max = n(n − 1)
2

 be the maximal number of possible disjunc-

tive arcs in a weakly connected digraph with node set     V = 0,1,... ,n,n + 1{ }. Then, the
restrictiveness estimator RT is defined to be

(2.11)
    
RT:= 1 − nd

nd
max = 1 −

(n + 2)(n + 3) − 2 rij
i , j∈V
∑

n(n − 1)
=

2 rij
i , j∈V
∑ − 6(n + 1)

n(n − 1)
.

Thesen gives no theoretical reasons for the good performance of RT. The properties of RT
stated in the following theorem confirm the results obtained by the empirical analysis.
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Theorem 8.

For the restrictiveness estimator RT the following properties apply:

(i)     RT ∈[0,1].

(ii) RT=0 exactly for parallel digraphs and (the unique) redundant extension.

(iii) RT=1 exactly for series digraphs and redundant extensions.

(iv) The insertion of a non-redundant arc increases RT.

(v) The insertion of a redundant arc does not affect RT.

Proof.

Let     R = 0{ },S = n + 1{ } ⇒ r0 j = 1 ∀j ∈V ,ri ,n+1 = 1 ∀i ∈V ,ri0 = 0 ∀i ∈V ,  and rn+1, j = 0 ∀j ∈V .

(ii) parallel digraphs:

    
r
G  is a parallel digraph       :⇔ R (i) ∩ V = i,n + 1{ } ∀i ∈V \ 0,n + 1{ }
    ⇒ rij = 0 ∀i, j ∈V \ 0,n + 1{ }, i ≠ j . We obtain:

    

RT = 1 −

(n + 2)(n + 3) − 2 rij
i , j∈V
∑

n(n − 1)
= 1 −

(n + 2)(n + 3) − 2 rij
i , j∈V\R\S

∑ + rij
i∈R, j∈V

∑ + rij
i∈V\R, j∈S

∑










n(n − 1)

= 1 − (n + 2)(n + 3) − 2 n + n + 2 + n + 1( )
n(n − 1)

= 1 − (n + 2)(n + 3) − 6n − 6
n(n − 1)

= 1 − n2 − n
n(n − 1)

= 1 − 1 = 0

(iii) series digraphs:

    
r
G  is a series digraph  :⇔  there is exactly one (directed) path     W0,n+1 from the unique source
0 to the unique sink n+1. It can easily be seen, that in that case

    
rij = V (V + 1)

2i , j∈V
∑ = (n + 2)(n + 3)

2
. For RT we obtain:

    
RT = 1 −

(n + 2)(n + 3) − 2 rij
i , j∈V
∑

n(n − 1)
= 1 −

(n + 2)(n + 3) − 2
1
2

(n + 2)(n + 3)

n(n − 1)
= 1
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(i)

Since     
r
G  is weakly connected and acyclic, it holds that 

    
3n + 3 ≤ rij ≤ (n + 2)(n + 3)

2i , j∈V
∑ .

(iv)

Obviously, the insertion of any arc     < i, j > (i, j ∈V)  into     
r
G  cannot decrease 

    
rij

i , j∈V
∑ , since

there is no   k ∈V  for which elements are removed from the set       R (k).
If     < i, j >  is non-redundant,   rij  will be set from 0 to 1, which increases 

    
rij

i , j∈V
∑ .

(v)

If     < i, j >  is redundant, there is a (directed) path   Wij  from i to j which contains more than
one arc. In that case, there will be no     (k, l) ∈V × V  such that   rkl  is set from 0 to 1. ❏

Remark 8.

Let    ST:= (n!)1−RT  be the estimator of Π  based on RT. For cases (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 8,
ST represents the exact number of feasible perturbations Π . Properties (iv) and (v) give a
(partial) explanation for the good behaviour of estimator ST even for digraphs which are
not parallel or series, since the insertion of non-redundant arcs always decreases the num-
ber of feasible perturbations, whereas the introduction of additional redundant arcs does
not influence the precedence constraints.

Because of the good approximation of the state space size, ST probably has a strong im-
pact on the hardness of instances of project scheduling problems. Recently, de Reyck and
Herroelen (1994) investigated the relation between the hardness of problem instances and
the reduction complexity CI of the underlying project network for RCPSP and the
time/cost tradeoff problem. We conjecture that the more intuitive measure ST will even
play a more important role for the computing effort required to solve instances of
RCPSP(/max). This hypothesis has to be verified by a future computational study compar-
ing ST and CI with respect to their impact on the hardness of problem instances.
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3. Generation of the Basic Data and the Network

3.1 Generation of the Basic Data

The user of ProGen/max has to enter values for the following basic data which will be
used for the construction of the project network and the generation of the resource data:

    n
min ,nmax minimal and maximal number of activities

    M
min , Mmax minimal and maximal number of modes per activity

    R
min ,Rmax minimal and maximal number of resources

    pρ ∈[0,1],     pν ∈[0,1] percentage of renewable and nonrenewable resources, respec-
tively (the percentage of doubly-constrained resources is

    pδ := 1 − pρ − pν)

    c
min ,cmax minimal and maximal value for the generation of cost coeffi-

cients     ci (i ∈Rρ ∪ Rν)

Let     rand a,... ,b{ } (a,b ∈IN0) be an integer pseudo random number out of the set     a,... ,b{ }
and let     rand[a,b] (a,b ∈IR) be a real pseudo random number out of the interval [a,b], both
based on a uniformly distributed pseudo random number generated with the congruence-
generator of Schrage (cf. Schrage 1979). With     int(x) (x ≥ 0) we denote the rounded value of

x: 
    
int(x):= max arg min

z∈IN0

z − x{ }







 .

The basic data is calculated as follows:

- number of activities: 
    
n:= rand nmin ,nmax{ }

- number of modes of activity j: 
    
Mj := rand Mmin , Mmax{ } ( j ∈V \ 0,n + 1{ })

- number of resources: 
    
Rρ ∪ Rν := rand Rmin ,Rmax{ }

- number of renewable resources: 
    
Rρ \ Rν := int(pρ Rρ ∪ Rν )

- number of nonrenewable resources: 
    
Rν \ Rρ := int(pν Rρ ∪ Rν )

- number of doubly-constrained resources: 
    
Rν ∩ Rρ := int(pδ Rρ ∪ Rν )

- cost coefficients: 
    
ci := rand cmin ,... ,cmax{ } (i ∈Rρ ∪ Rν)

3.2 Acyclic Network Structure

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be the weakly connected digraph which represents the topological struc-

ture of a project network       
r

N =< V ,E;c >  under consideration. Precedence and time con-
straints of corresponding instances of problems MRCPSP/max, MRLP/max, and
MRIP/max (cf. (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4)) are given by     

r
G  and minimal and maximal time lags

between activities.
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Obviously, several minimal time lags     
1Tij

min ,...,nij Tij
min between two activities i and j can be

replaced by 
    

max
ν=1,...,nij

νTij
min, whereas several maximal time lags     Tij

max ,...,nij Tij
max  between two

activities i and j can be replaced by 
    

min
ν=1,...,nij

νTij
max . A minimal time lag   Tij

min between the

start of activity i and the start of activity j can be represented by an arc     < i, j >  weighted by

    cij := Tij
min ≥ 0. A maximal time lag   Tij

max  between the start of activity i and the start of

activity j can be represented by a (backward) arc     < j, i >  weighted by     cji := −Tij
max ≤ 0 . Neg-

ative minimal time lags can be considered as positive maximal time lags and vice versa (cf.
Neumann and Schwindt 1995).
If there is a minimal time lag     Tij

min > 0  and a maximal time lag     Tji
max > 0  which both would

be represented by an arc     < i, j > , the maximal time lag   Tji
max  can be neglected since it will

always be met if we observe the minimal time lag   Tij
min. That is why there will be no paral-

lel arcs in digraph     
r
G  and the corresponding project network     

r
N . Since a precedence or a

time constraint concerning a single activity does not make sense in project scheduling, we
can rule out the case of loops and the generation of the network structure can be limited to
the case of simple digraphs.

We consider two methods for the generation of cyclic network structures.
The first algorithm, called direct method in the following, generates an acyclic, generally not
connected digraph, inserts backward arcs to create cycle structures and introduces a
supersource and a supersink in order to obtain a weakly connected digraph, which
represents the structure of the project network.
The second algorithm, called contraction method in the following, first creates isolated cycle
structures which are then contracted, that is, shrunk down to a single node. With the con-
tracted cycle structures and the nodes not employed during the first step we construct an
acyclic, generally disconnected digraph, similarly to the direct method. Subsequently, the
contracted cycle structures are expanded and integrated into the digraph. Finally, we in-
troduce a supersource and a supersink in order to obtain a weakly connected digraph.

Algorithm A2. Direct method

(1) Generation of an acyclic digraph without redundancy (cf. Algorithm A4)

(1.1) Selection of sources and sinks (nodes which will correspond to initial and ter-
minal activities)

(1.2) Generation of direct predecessors
(1.3) Generation of direct successors
(1.4) Insertion of additional arcs such that the digraph remains without redundany

(2) Insertion of redundancy-generating arcs (cf. Algorithm A5)
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(3) Creation of cycle structures (cf. Algorithm A6)

(3.1) Creation of new cycle structures
(3.2) Extension of cycle structures
(3.3) Densification of cycle structures.

(4) Weakly connection of the digraph (cf. Algorithm A7)

Algorithm A3. Contraction method (cf. Algorithm A8)

(1) Generation of cycle structures

(1.1) Generation of several isolated acyclic digraphs (cf. Algorithms A3, A4)
(1.2) Transformation of the isolated acyclic digraphs into cycle structures (cf. Algo-

rithm A9)

(2) Contraction of the cycle structures

(3) Generation of a single acyclic digraph based on the contracted cycle structures and
further conventional nodes (cf. Algorithm A3, A4)

(4) Expansion of the contracted cycle structures and integration into the digraph

(5) Weak connection of the digraph (cf. Algorithm A7)

Subsection 3.2 deals with the generation of an acyclic digraph, which will be used in the
direct and in the contraction method. In Subsection 3.3 we treat the case of cycle
structures.

3.2 Acyclic Network Structure

Let us be given the following input data for the generation of acyclic digraph       
r
G =< V ,E > :

    V = 1,... ,n{ } set of nodes

    Pn+1
min , Pn+1

max minimum and maximum number of sinks in     
r
G

    S0
min ,S0

max minimum and maximum numner of sources in     
r
G

  Pj
max maximum number of non-redundant arcs entering node   j ∈V

  Si
max maximum number of non-redundant arcs leaving node   i ∈V

  RT restrictiveness of Thesen for acyclic weak components
ρ degree of redundancy in     

r
G , that is, the percentage of redundant arcs in E

relative to   mred
max
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Algorithm A4. Generation of an acyclic digraph without redundancy

Set node set     V:= 1,... ,n{ }  and the arc set     E:= ∅ . Initialize adjacency matrix A  := 0 and
reachability matrix R := I.

(1) Generation of sources and sinks

Determine a random number 
    
r ∈ S0

min ,... ,S0
max{ }  of sources and a random number

    
s ∈ Pn+1

min ,... , Pn+1
max{ } of sinks.

Let nodes     1,... ,r  be the sources of     
r
G :     Pj

min:= Pj
max := 0 ∀j ∈R:= 1,... ,r{ }.

Let nodes     n − s + 1,... ,n  be the sinks of     
r
G :     Si

min:= Si
max := 0 ∀i ∈S:= n − s + 1,... ,n{ } .

(2) Generation of direct predecessors

Let   Vp  be a random perturbation of node set     V \ R.

WHILE   Vp ≠ ∅  DO
j := Head(  Vp ).

    Vp := Vp \ j{ }.
Determine set   Pj  of possible predecessors of node j:

    
Pj := i ∈V ρij = 0,rji = 0,δ+(i) = 0{ }.

IF   Pj = ∅  THEN

    
Pj := i ∈V ρij = 0,rji = 0,δ+(i) < Si

max{ }.

END (* IF *).
Select randomly a node   i ∈Pj .

Insert arc     < i, j >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < i, j >{ }.

Update sets       Pj ,P , S ,R ,  and R :

      Pj := Pj \(R (i) ∪ R (i))

      P ( j):= P ( j) ∪ i{ }.

      S(i):= S(i) ∪ j{ }.

      R (l):= R (l) ∪ k{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

      R (k):= R (k) ∪ l{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j).

Update matrices A, R, and     R2  (cf. Figure 1):
A:     aij := 1.

R:       rkl := 1 ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

    R2 :       rkl
(2):= R (k) ∩ R (l) ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

END (* WHILE *).
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k i j l

Fig. 1. Insertion of arc     < i, j >

(3)  Generation of direct successors

Let   Vp  be a random perturbation of node set     V \S.

WHILE   Vp ≠ ∅  DO
i := Head(  Vp ).

    Vp := Vp \ i{ }.
Determine set   Si  of possible successors of node i:

    
Si := j ∈V ρij = 0,rji = 0,δ−( j) < Pj

max{ }.

Select randomly a node   j ∈Si .

Insert arc     < i, j >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < i, j >{ }.

Update sets       Si ,P , S ,R ,  and R :

      Si := Si \(R ( j) ∪ R ( j))

      P ( j):= P ( j) ∪ i{ }.

      S(i):= S(i) ∪ j{ }.

      R (l):= R (l) ∪ k{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

      R (k):= R (k) ∪ l{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j).

Update matrices A, R,     R2 :
A:     aij := 1.

R:       rkl := 1 ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

    R2 :       rkl
(2):= R (k) ∩ R (l) ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

END (* WHILE *).
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(4) Generation of additional non-redundancy generating arcs

Determine the estimator for the restrictiveness rt of     
r
G :

    
rt =

2 rij
i , j∈V
∑ − 2n

n(n − 1)
 (cf. 2.11; notice that the supersource 0 and the supersink     n + 1 have not

been introduced).
IF   rt < RT  THEN

Determine the set of nodes P whose indegree can be increased:

 
    
P:= i ∈V δ+(i) < Si

max{ }.

WHILE   rt < RT  DO
Select randomly a node   i ∈P  where the probability for node i to be chosen is

set to 

    

pi :=

wij
j∈V\R
∑

wkj
j∈V\R
∑

k∈P
∑

.

Determine the set   Si  of possible successors of node i:

    
Si := j ∈V ρij = 0,rji = 0,δ−( j) < Pj

max{ }.

IF   Si = ∅  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }
ELSE

Select randomly a node   j ∈Si .

Insert arc     < i, j >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < i, j >{ }.

Update sets       P,P , S ,R ,  and R :
IF     δ

+(i) = Si
max  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }.
END (* IF *).

      P ( j):= P ( j) ∪ i{ }.

      S(i):= S(i) ∪ j{ }.

      R (l):= R (l) ∪ k{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

      R (k):= R (k) ∪ l{ } ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j).

Update matrices A, R,     R2 , and restrictiveness estimator rt:
A:     aij := 1.

rt: 
      
rt:= rt + 2

n(n − 1)
(k, l) ∈V × V rkl = 0,k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j){ } .

R:       rkl := 1 ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

    R2 :       rkl
(2):= R (k) ∩ R (l) ∀(k, l): k ∈R (i), l ∈R ( j) .

END (* IF *).
END (* WHILE *).

END (* IF *). ❏
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Algorithm 5. Insertion of redundant arcs into a redundancy-less digraph

Determine the number of redundant arcs to be inserted into     
r
G : 

    
mred := ρmred

max 
(cf. Theorem 2).

    mnonRed := E .

    
P:= i ∈V δ+(i) < V \ R{ }\S.

WHILE   E < mnonRed + mred  DO
Select randomly a node   i ∈P  where the probability for node i to be chosen is set to

    

pi :=

wij
j∈V\R
∑

wkj
j∈V\R
∑

k∈P
∑

.

IF i has been selected for the first time THEN
Determine the set   Si  of possible successors of node i:

    
Si := j ∈V \ R rij = 1, aij = 0,rji = 0{ } .

END (* IF *).
IF   Si = ∅  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }.
ELSE

Select randomly a node   j ∈Si .

Insert arc     < i, j >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < i, j >{ }.

Update sets       P,Si ,P ,  and S  (    R  and R  remain unchanged):

IF     δ
+(i) = V \ R  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }.
END (* IF *).

    Si := Si \ j{ }.

      P ( j):= P ( j) ∪ i{ }.

      S(i):= S(i) ∪ j{ }.

Update matrix A (matrices R and     R2  remain unchanged):
A:     aij := 1.

END (* IF *).
END (* WHILE *). ❏

Remark 9.

The application of Algorithm A5 does not influence the restrictiveness of     
r
G .
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Remark 10.

The insertion of an arc     < i, j >  in Algorithm A5 generates exactly one redundant arc,
namely     < i, j > . Replacing     rij = 1 by     ρij > 0  for the determination of set   Si , we would not
restrict ourselves to redundant arcs     < i, j >  but could also insert redundancy generating
arcs     < i, j > , which are not redundant. In this case, however, the insertion of arc     < i, j >
would increase the restrictiveness of     

r
G .

3.3 Cycle Structures

Definition 17. Extension of a cycle structure C(i) in a cyclic digraph     
r
G

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a cyclic digraph with set of cycle structures   C ≠ ∅. By an extension of a

cycle structure       C(i) ∈C  we mean an operation

        E: C → C ,C(i) a E(C(i)) = C' (i)
on a cycle structure such that     V(C' (i)) ⊃ V(C(i)),E(C' (i)):= < k, l >∈E k, l ∈V(C' (i)){ }.

Definition 18. Densification of a cycle structure C(i) in a cyclic digraph     
r
G

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a cyclic digraph with set of cycle structures   C ≠ ∅. By a densification of

a cycle structure       C(i) ∈C  we mean an operation

        E: C → C ,C(i) a E(C(i)) = C' (i)
on a cycle structure such that     V(C' (i)) = V(C(i)),E(C' (i)) ⊃ E(C(i)) .

Let us be given the following input data for the generation of cycle structures in the acyclic
digraph       

r
G =< V ,E > :

    MTLmin , MTLmax ∈[0,1] minimum and maximum percentage of maximum time lags, re-
spectively

    CSmin ,CSmax minimum and maximum number of cycle structures, respec-
tively

    nc
min ,nc

max minimum and maximum cardinal number of a cycle structure,
respectively

  δ ∈[0,1] percentage of arcs employed for cycle structure densification
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Algorithm 6. Generation of the structure of a cyclic network: Direct method

Determine randomly the number t of backward arcs corresponding to maximal time lags

which will be inserted into     
r
G : 

    
t ∈ E MTLmin ,... , E MTLmax { }.

Determine randomly the number CS of cycle structures which are to be generated in     
r
G :

    
CS ∈ CSmin ,... ,min t,CSmax{ }{ }.

Initialize the set of (contracted) cycle structures     C := ∅.

(1) Generation of new cycle structures

Set     P:= V .

WHILE 

    

Γ:= 1
rii

(2)
i∈V
rii

(2) >1

∑ < CS DO (cf. Corollary 2)

Select randomly a node   i ∈P .
Determine the set   Ti  of nodes j for which a maximal time lag   Tij

max  (a corresponding
backward arc     < j, i > , respectively) can be introduced:
IF   t < CS − Γ  THEN

      
Ti := j ∈V \ i{ } rij = 1, ricrcj = 0,rij

(2) ≤ nc
max

c∈C
∑












  (cf. Theorem 4).

ELSE

      
Ti := j ∈V \ i{ } ricrcj = 0,nc

min ≤ rij
(2) ≤ nc

max

c∈C
∑












.

END (* IF *).
Select randomly a node   j ∈Ti .

Insert arc     < j, i >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < j, i >{ }.

    t:= t − 1.
Introduce the contracted cycle structure c of C(i):       C := C ∪ c{ } .
Update sets       P,P , S ,R ,  and R :

      P:= P \(R ( j) ∩ R (i))

      P (i):= P (i) ∪ j{ } .

      S( j):= S( j) ∪ i{ } .

      R (h):= R (h) ∪ g{ } ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i).

      R (g):= R (g) ∪ h{ } ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i) .
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Update matrices A, R, and     R2  (cf. Figure 2):
A:     aji := 1.

R:       rhg := 1 ∀ (h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i) .

    R2 : 
      
rhg

(2):= R (g) ∩ R (h) ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i).

Insert new column c and new row c into matrices R and     R2 :

      rhc := 1 ∀h ∈R ( j).

      rcg := 1 ∀g ∈R (i).
END (* WHILE *).

k i j l

g h

Fig. 2. Insertion of arc     < j, i >

(2) Extension of cycle structures

Let     C ' ⊆ C  be the set of cycle structures C(i) which have not attained the minimal node set
cardinal number.
Determine the number   te  of arcs to be used for the extension of cycle structures:

      te := C ' + (1 − δ)(t − C ' )  .
Set     P:= V .
WHILE     te > 0 DO

IF   C ≠ ∅  THEN
    P:= C .

END (* IF *).
Select randomly a node   i ∈P .
Determine the set   Ti  of nodes j for which a maximal time lag   Tij

max  (a corresponding
backward arc     < j, i > , respectively) can be introduced:

      
Ti := j ∈V \ i{ } rij = 1, ricrcj

c∈C
∑ = 1,nc

min ≤ rij
(2) ≤ nc

max











.
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IF   Ti = ∅  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }.
ELSE

Select randomly a node   j ∈Ti .

Insert arc     < j, i >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < j, i >{ }.

    t:= t − 1.

    te := te − 1.
Update sets       P,P , S ,R ,  and R :

      P (i):= P (i) ∪ j{ } .

      S( j):= S( j) ∪ i{ } .

      R (h):= R (h) ∪ g{ } ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i).

      R (g):= R (g) ∪ h{ } ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i) .

Update matrices A, R, and     R2 :
A:     aji := 1.

R:       rhg := 1 ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i),

    R2 : 
      
rhg

(2):= R (g) ∩ R (h) ∀(h, g): h ∈R ( j), g ∈R (i).

Let c be the contracted cycle structure C with     i, j{ } ∩ V(C) ≠ ∅.

      rhc := 1 ∀h ∈R ( j).

      rcg := 1 ∀g ∈R (i).
END (* IF *).

END (* WHILE *).

(3) Densification of cycle structures

Set     P:= V .
WHILE     t > 0  DO

Select randomly a node   i ∈P .
IF i has been selected for the first time THEN

Determine the set   Ti  of nodes j for which a maximal time lag   Tij
max  (a corre-

sponding backward arc     < j, i > , respectively) can be introduced:

    
Ti := j ∈V \ i{ } aji = 0,rij = 1,rji = 1{ }.

END (* IF *).
IF   Ti = ∅  THEN

    P:= P \ i{ }.
ELSE

Select randomly a node   j ∈Ti .

Insert arc     < j, i >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < j, i >{ }.

    t:= t − 1.
Introduce the contracted cycle structure c of C(i):       C := C ∪ c{ } .
Update sets       Ti ,P ,  and S  (    R  and R  remain unchanged):
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    Ti := Ti \ j{ } .

      P (i):= P (i) ∪ j{ } .

      S( j):= S( j) ∪ i{ } .

Update matrix A (R and     R2  remain unchanged):
A:     aji := 1.

END (* IF *).
END (* WHILE *). ❏

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be a digraph. The following algorithm introduces a supersource 0 and a

supersink     n + 1, thus transforming     
r
G  into a weakly connected digraph.

Algorithm A7. Introduction of supersource 0 and supersink n+1

    V:= V ∪ 0,n + 1{ }.

    E:= E ∪ < 0, j > j ∈R{ } ∪ < i,n + 1 > i ∈S{ }.

    a0, j := 1 ∀j ∈R, ai ,n+1:= 1 ∀i ∈S .

      P ( j):= P ( j) ∪ 0{ } ∀j ∈R,       S(i):= S(i) ∪ n + 1{ } ∀i ∈S

    r0, j := 1 ∀j ∈V , ri ,n+1:= 1 ∀i ∈V .

      R (0):= V ,R (n + 1):= V . ❏

The direct method for the generation of cyclic networks consists of the application of
Algorithms A5, A6, and A7. Since cycle structures are constructed by the subsequent in-
sertion of backward arcs in the acyclic digraph, it can happen that a (feasible) number of
cycle structures cannot be generated.
In the following, we develop another algorithm for network structure generation. The
contraction method (Algorithm A8) first constructs cycle structures which are then built in
an acyclic network. Thus, any feasible number of cycle structures can be generated. On the
other hand, the control of the restrictiveness must be limited to the generation of the
acyclic skeleton of the isolated cycle structures in Step 1 and the construction of the aggre-
gated network (including nodes corresponding to contracted cycle strucutures) in Step 4.
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Algorithm A8. Generation of the structure of a cyclic network: Contraction method

Determine randomly the number t of backward arcs corresponding to maximal time lags

which will be inserted into     
r
G : 

    
t ∈ E MTLmin ,... , E MTLmax { }.

Determine randomly the number CS of cycle structures which are to be generated in     
r
G :

    
CS ∈ CSmin ,... ,min t,CSmax{ }{ }.

(1) Generation of CS acyclic digraphs

Determine a random partitioning       X := Vν ν = 1,... ,CS{ } of a subset     V '  of the set V of nodes

(
    
V ' ∈ nc

minCS,... ,nc
maxCS{ }) such that     X = CS and 

    
Vν ∈ nc

min ,... ,nc
max{ } ∀ν = 1,... ,CS.

Construct CS acyclic digraphs       
r
Gν =< Vν ,Eν >  by performing Steps 1, 2, and 3 of Algorithm

A4. Let   Rν  be the set of sources and let   Sν  be the set of sinks of digraph     
r
Gν .

(2) Transformation of the CS acyclic digraphs into strongly connected digraphs

Compute the number   t
min  of arcs required for the transformation of any digraph

      
r
Gν =< Vν ,Eν >  into a strongly connected digraph       

r
′Gν =< Vν , ′Eν >  (    ν = 1,... ,CS):

    
tmin:= max Rν , Sν{ }

ν=1

CS

∑  (cf. Theorem 9).

    
t:= max t,tmin{ }. Determine a random vector       t:= (t1,t2 ,... ,tCS ) with     tν ≥ max Rν , Sν{ }

  ∀ν = 1,... ,CS  and 
    

tν
ν=1

CS

∑ = t .

FOR     ν = 1,... ,CS DO

    tν,d := tν − max Rν , Sν{ }
Transform       

r
Gν =< Vν ,Eν >  into a strongly connected digraph       

r
′Gν =< Vν , ′Eν >  by ap-

plying Algorithm A9.
Perform Step 4 of Algorithm A4 and Algorithm A5.
Insert     tν,d  further arcs by densifying     

r
′Gν  using Step 3 of Algorithm A6. Instead of V,

set P has to be initialized with     P:= Vν  and the formula for the determination of set

  Ti  has to be replaced by 
    
Ti := j ∈Vν aji = 0{ }.

END (* FOR *).
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(3) Contraction of all cycle structures

Set 
        
C :=

r
′Gν

ν=1,...,CS
U . Replace the nodes of all cycle structures     

r
′Gν  by the corresponding con-

tracted cycle structure   cν : 
      
V:= V \ V(

r
′Gν

ν=1,...,CS
U ) ∪ cν{ }

ν=1,...,CS
U .

(4) Construction of an acyclic multidigraph

Construct an acyclic digraph       
r
G =< V ,E >  based on the (new) node set V using algorithms

A4 and A5. Since the contracted cycle structures actually consist of several nodes, an arc

    < i, j >  being incident with a node   cν  can be in parallel 
      
V(

r
′Gν)  times.

(5) Expansion of cycle structures

FOR     ν = 1,... ,CS DO
Set     Eν:= < i, j >∈E i = cν ∨ j = cν{ }.

Expand cycle structure     
r

′Gν  by replacing node   cν  in the node set V of     
r
G  by       V(

r
′Gν) .

Update E:     E:= E \ Eν ∪ ′Eν.

Determine a random assignment of arcs     < i, j >∈Eν  to nodes       i ∈V(
r

′Gν) or       j ∈V(
r

′Gν),
respectively:
WHILE   Eν ≠ ∅DO

Select an arc     < i, j >∈Eν .

    Eν:= Eν \ < i, j >{ }.
IF   i = cν  THEN

Select randomly a node       k ∈V(
r

′Gν).

Insert arc     < k, j >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < k, j >{ } .

    akj := 1.
ELSE

Select randomly a node       l ∈V(
r

′Gν) .

Insert arc     < i, l >  into     
r
G :     E:= E ∪ < i, l >{ } .

    ail := 1.
END (* IF *).

END (* WHILE *).
END (* FOR *).

(6) Weakly connection

Introduce supersource 0 and supersink n+1 applying Algorithm A7. ❏
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The following algorithm which is used in Step 2 of the contraction method transforms a
digraph into a strong component inserting a minimal number of additional arcs.

Algorithm A9. Generation of a strong component       
r
G' =< V ,E' > based on a given subdi-

graph       
r
G =< V ,E >

(1) Generation of an acyclic weak component

      
r
G' :=

r
G.

Compute the set C of all cycle structures of       
r
G'  with the algorithm of Even:       C := C(i) i ∈V{ }.

Contract all cycle structures       C(i) ∈C .
Let R be the set of sources of       

r
G'  and S be the set of sinks of       

r
G' .

Let SC and SG be empty stacks.

Let 
      

r
G1,

r
G2 ,... ,

r
GWC{ } be the set of weak components of       

r
G' .

FOR     ν = 1,... ,WC − 1 DO
Let s be a sink of     

r
Gν  and let r be a source of       

r
Gν+1 .

Insert arc     < s,r > .

    R:= R \ r{ },S:= S\ s{ } .
END (* FOR *).

(2) Elimination of sources and sinks

WHILE     S > 0 and R ∩ S = ∅ DO
IF     R = 1

Select an arbitrary sink   s ∈S  and the unique source   r ∈R .
Insert arc     < s,r > .

    R:= R \ r{ } ∪ C(r){ },S:= S\ s{ }.
IF     S = 0

    S:= S ∪ C(r){ } .
END (*IF*).

ELSIF     S = 1
Select the unique sink   s ∈S  and an arbitrary source   r ∈R .
Insert arc     < s,r > .

    R:= R \ r{ },S:= S\ s{ } ∪ C(r){ }.
ELSE

Select a sink   s ∈S  with       R (s) ∩ R ≥ 2 .
Determine a source   r ∈R  with       s ∈R (r)  and       R (r) ∩ S ≥ 2.
Insert arc     < s,r > .

    R:= R \ r{ },S:= S\ s{ } .
END (* IF *).

     SC:= SC ∪ C(r). 
      
SG:= SG ∪

r
G'{ }.

Contract cycle structure C(r).
END (* WHILE *).
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(3) Expansion of the cycle structures

WHILE   SC ≠ ∅  DO
C(r) := Head(SC).

      
r
G' '  := Head(SG).
Expand C(r) in       

r
G'  with respect to       

r
G' '  in analogy to step 5 of Algorithm A8.

    SC:= SC \ C(r){ }.

      
SG:= SG \

r
G' '{ }.

END (* WHILE *). ❑

Remark 11.

Applying Algorithm A9 in the contraction method, the algorithm of Even can be skipped
since     

r
G  is acyclic.

Theorem 9.

(a) Algorithm A9 is correct (that is, it generates a strong component       
r
G'  with subdigraph

    
r
G  within a finite number of steps).

(b) Among all strong components with subdigraph     
r
G  the generated strongly connected

digraph       
r
G'  contains the minimum number of arcs.

Proof.

(a) The contraction of the cycle structures in Step 1 yields an acyclic digraph       
r
G'  consist-

ing of WC weak components, each having at least one source and one sink (cf. Theo-
rem 7). The insertion of WC–1 arcs which weakly connect subdigraphs     

r
Gν  and

      
r
Gν+1 (ν = 1,... ,WC − 1) obviously makes digraph       

r
G'  a weak component. Like any

acyclic digraph,       
r
G'  has at least one source and one sink.

If   R ∩ S ≠ ∅,       
r
G'  consists of only one node and we skip to Step 3.

Since       s ∈R (s) for each of the three cases, we generate a new cycle structure in every
pass of Step 2 which is contracted in       

r
G' , that is, each digraph       

r
G'  obtained at the end

of Step 2 is acyclic and weakly connected, too. Due to Theorem 5, there can always be
selected a source   r ∈R  and a sink   s ∈S  satisfying the conditions specified in Step 2.
At any pass of Step 2, the number of nodes is reduced by at least one. The algorithm
passes to Step 3, if there remains only one sink which represents a source at the same
time. This is, due to the weak connectivity of all intermediate digraphs       

r
G' , true ex-

actly if there remains only one node. Since V is finite, this will be achieved after a fi-
nite number of passes of Step 2.
The successive expansion of contracted cycle structures in Step 3 finally yields a
strong component which constitutes a subdigraph of the underlying digraph     

r
G .
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(b) The contraction of all cycle structures of digraph     
r
G  leads to an acyclic digraph       

r
G'

with set of sources R and set of sinks S. The number of arcs required for the trans-
formation of       

r
G'  into a strong component will be the same than the number of arcs

required for the transformation of     
r
G  into a strong component.

The insertion of an arc     < i, j > (i, j ∈V)  can at most eliminate one source and one sink.
Obviously, in the node set of a strong component there are neither sources nor sinks.
Therefore, the minimum number of arcs which are required to strongly connect     

r
G  is

    max R , S{ }.
In Step 1, at each insertion of an arc     < s,r >  exactly one source and one sink are elim-
inated without creating a new cycle structure in       

r
G'  (      s ∉R (r) , since r and s are nodes

which initially belong to two different weak components of       
r
G').

Considering Step 2, we have to distinguish between four cases.

(i)     R = 1, S ≥ 2

By the insertion of     < s,r >  and the subsequent contraction of C(r) to node c, we elimi-
nate source r and sink s, obtaining an additional source c.

(ii)     R ≥ 2, S = 1

By the insertion of     < s,r >  and the subsequent contraction of C(r) to node c, we elimi-
nate source r and sink s, obtaining an additional sink c.

(iii)     R ≥ 2, S ≥ 2

Applying Theorem 6, we obtain that the insertion of     < s,r >  and the subsequent con-
traction of C(r) to node c reduces both the number of sources and the number of sinks
by one.
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(iv)     R = 1, S = 1

By the insertion of     < s,r >  and the subsequent contraction of C(r) to node c, we elimi-
nate source r and sink s, obtaining an additional source c which constitutes a sink at
the same time, that is,     R = 1, S = 1 and   R ∩ S ≠ ∅.       

r
G'  consists of the single node c.

All in all, the algorithm inserts

      

WC − 1
Step 1
1 2 3 + R − S

Case 1, 2
1 2 3

+ min R , S{ } − (WC − 1) − 1
Case 3

1 24 4 4 4 34 4 4 4
+ 1

Case4
123

Step 2
1 24 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 34 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

= max R , S{ }

arcs into     
r
G , which represents, as seen above, the minimum number required to

achieve the strong connectivity of     
r
G . ❏

Remark 12. Time complexity of Algorithm A9

The time complexity of Step 1 of Algorithm A9 is     O( E ), since     O( E ) represents the time
complexity of the algorithm of Even, and each arc     < i, j >∈E  is at most concerned by one
contraction.
Let R be the set of sources and S be the set of sinks in the acyclic digraph       

r
G'  obtained at

the end of Step 1. Then, the time complexity of Step 2 is     O(min R , S{ }( R + S )).
The time complexity of Step 3 is     O( E ), since each arc     < i, j >∈E  is concerned by at most
one expansion.
Hence, the time complexity of Algorithm A9 is     O( E + min R , S{ }( R + S )) .

3.4 Arc weights

Let       
r
G =< V ,E >  be the weakly connected digraph generated in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3.

(Forward) arcs generated in Subsection 3.2 belong to minimal time lags, (backward) arcs
generated in Subsection 3.3 belong to maximal time lags. For the representation of prece-
dence and time constraints by the project network       

r
N =< V ,E;c >  we have to determine a

weight   cij  for any arc     < i, j >∈E .
In this subsection we generate activity durations     Djm ( j ∈V ,m ∈Mj ). Based on these dura-
tions, minimal and maximal time lags (arc weights   cij ) are calculated for     < i, j >∈E .

The following input data has to be specified by the user of ProGen/max:

    D
min ,Dmax integer-valued minimal and maximal duration of an activity

    εd ∈[0,∞) maximal relative deviation of minimal time lags from activity durations

    CST ∈[0,1] cycle structure tightness
    SF ∈[0,∞) slack factor
    PDT ∈[0,1] project duration tightness
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    c
ρ,min ,cρ,max minimal and maximal costs for the period availability of one unit of a

renewable or doubly-constrained resources

    c
ν,min ,cν,max minimal and maximal costs for the total availability of one unit of a non-

renewable or doubly-constrained resources

Activity durations   Djm      ( j ∈V \ 0,n + 1{ },m ∈Mj ) are drawn randomly out of the set

    
Dmin ,... ,Dmax{ }, each element having the same probability to be selected.

In contrast to the problem generator of Kolisch et al. (1992), the minimal time lags between
two nodes (or corresponding activities, respectively) may be different from the duration of
the first activity. This way, overlappings and waiting times between activities can be
modeled. We introduce an index     εd ∈[0,∞) such that the minimal time lag   Tijm

min between
the start of activity i and the start of activity j depending on the execution mode   m ∈Mi  of
activity i is in the interval     [(1 − εd )Dim ,(1 + εd )Dim].

The maximal time lag   Tij
max  between the start of activity i and the start of activity j is de-

termined randomly in interval  (cf. Figure 3)

(3.1)
    
a(i, j) + (b(i, j) − a(i, j))CST2 , [a(i, j) + 2(b(i, j) − a(i, j))CST − (b(i, j) − a(i, j))CST2](1 + SF)[ ].

Tij
max

a(i, j)

1

CST

b(i,j)(1+SF)

Fig. 3. Interval for maximal time lags depending on the cycle structure tightness CST

    a(i, j) represents the minimum time lag between the start of activity i and the start of
activity j induced by the precedence constraints.     b(i, j) corresponds to a maximal time lag
which always can be met (observing precedence and resource constraints).

Let       
r
G' =< V ,E' ;c' > be the weakly connected acyclic network with 

    
′ckl := max

m∈Mk

Tklm
min{ }

    (< k, l >∈E' ), E' being the subset of E which contains all arcs corresponding to minimal
time lags.       S ' (i) denotes the set of direct successors of node i in       

r
G' . a(i,j) and b(i,j) can be

computed as follows:

(3.2)
        a(i, j):= L r

′G (i, j) := length of a longest (directed) path from i to j in       
r
G' .
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(3.3)
      
b(i, j):= max

m∈Mkk∈R (i)∩R ( j)\ j{ }
∑ max Dkm , max

l∈S' (k)∩R ( j)
Tklm

min







.

Note that       R (i) and R ( j) denote the corresponding sets in (the cyclic network)     
r
G .

Let       
r

N:=< V ,E,c >  be the resulting project network with arc weights corresponding to
minimal time lags and negative maximal time lags.

If the problem instances to be generated are of type MRLP/max or MRIP/max, we have to
determine an appropriate value for the project duration T. A lower bound   Tmin on the
project duration is given by 

        T
min:= L r

′G (0,n + 1).

For each cycle structure     C ∈C  of     
r

N  we determine earliest start times   ESTj  and latest finish

times   LFTj  of activities     j ∈V(C). An upper bound   Tmax  on the project duration is then

given by 

        

Tmax := max
j∈V(C)

LFTj
C∈C
∑ + max

m∈Mjj∈V\ V(C)
C∈C
U
∑ Tijm

min .

The project duration T  is determined as follows:     T:= Tmin + int(PDT(Tmax − Tmin)).
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4. Resource Demand and Availability Generation

The third kind of restrictions besides precedence and time constraints given by the project
network are limitations due to scarce resources. The relation of resource demand and re-
source availability strongly influences, apart from the case of a series project network, the
set of feasible subsets (cf. Mingozzi at al. 1994) where a feasible subset F is defined to be a
subset of activity set V such that all activities of F can be executed at the same time taking
precedence, time, and resource constraints into account (evidently, F depends on the
modes in which the activities are performed).
Numerous resource characteristics for resource-constrained scheduling problems can be
found in literature, for example in Kurtulus and Davis (1975), Patterson (1976), Davis
(1982), Kurtulus and Narula (1985), and Kolisch et al. (1992).
Generalizing and normalizing measures which have been used before, Kolisch et al. (1992)
developed a new set of control parameters which have a strong impact on the hardness of
problem instances. ProGen/max employs the same set of resource measures for the prob-
lem generation. In the following, we briefly sketch the generation of resource require-
ments and resource availbaility proposed by Kolisch et al.

4.1 Resource demand generation

The processing of an activity consumes or uses a certain amount of one or several nonre-
newable, renewable or doubly-constrained resources, respectively. After the generation of
a certain number of resources, the generation of resource consumption and resource usage
is performed in two steps: First, for any given activity-mode combination     ( j,m) with

    j ∈V ,m ∈Mj  we have to determine a set   Rjm  of resources required for the processing of
activity j in mode m. Then, for all resources   i ∈Rjm we fix the (integer-valued) number of
units which will be consumed or used for the processing of activity j in mode m

    ( j ∈V ,m ∈Mj ).

The generalized resource factor RF for multi-mode problems which has been introduced
by Kolisch et al. (1992) indicates the mean percentage of resources which are affected by
the execution of an activity:

(4.1)

    

RFρ:= 1
V − 2

1

Rρ \ Rν
1

Mjj∈V\ 0,n+1{ }
∑ δ(rijm

ρ )
i∈Rρ\Rν

∑
m∈Mj

∑  for renewable resources,

    

RFν:= 1
V − 2

1

Rν \ Rρ
1

Mjj∈V\ 0,n+1{ }
∑ δ(rijm

ν )
i∈Rν\Rρ

∑
m∈Mj

∑  for nonrenewable resources,

    

RFδ := 1
V − 2

1

Rρ ∩ Rν
1

Mjj∈V\ 0,n+1{ }
∑ δ(rijm

ρ )
i∈Rρ ∩Rν

∑
m∈Mj

∑  for doubly-constrained re-

sources

with 
    
δ(x):=

1,  if x > 0
0,  otherwise





.
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ProGen/max employs the following input data for the resource demand generation:

    Qτ
min ,Qτ

max (τ ∈ ρ, ν,δ{ }) minimal and maximal number of renewable, nonrenewable,
and doubly-constrained resources used by an activity ("re-
quest")

    RFτ
min ,RFτ

max (τ ∈ ρ, ν,δ{ }) minimal and maximal resource factor of renewable, nonre-
newable, and doubly-constrained resources

    Uτ
min ,Uτ

max (τ ∈ ρ, ν{ }) minimal and maximal number of units of renewable, nonre-
newable, and doubly-constrained resources required for the
processing of an activity ("level of demand")

For the algorithmic generation of the three-dimensional resource-activity-mode-array

RQ := 
    
δ(rijm

τ )( )i∈Rρ ∪Rν , j∈V ,m∈Mj
 based on     Qτ

min ,Qτ
max  and     RFτ

min ,RFτ
max (τ ∈ ρ, ν,δ{ }) we re-

fer to Kolisch et al. (1992).
In the second step, we assign a demand level to any triplet     (i, j,m) with     δ(rijm

τ ) = 1:

    
rijm

τ := rand Uτ
min ,... ,Uτ

max{ } (i ∈Rρ ∪ Rν , j ∈V ,m ∈Mj ,δ(rijm
τ ) = 1). In contrast to ProGen, for a

given activity j and a given resource i the resource requirements   rijm
τ  can vary with modes

  m ∈Mj , if the respective option (mode-varying resource demand levels) has been selected.
The generation of inefficient modes in the second step (that is, modes     m ∈Mj :

    
(∃ m ∈Mj : Djm ≤ Djm ,rijm

ρ ≤ rijm
ρ ∀i ∈Rρ ,rijm

ν ≤ rijm
ν ∀i ∈Rν)) may necessitate several passes of

the algorithm.

4.2 Resource Availability Generation

Let 
    
Ri ,ρ

min:= max
j∈V

min
m∈Mj

rijm
ρ  be the minimal availability of renewable or doubly-constrained

resource   i ∈Rρ required to perform all activities of the project and let 
    
Ri ,ν

min:= min
m∈Mj

rijm
ν

j∈V
∑

be the minimal availability of nonrenewable or doubly-constrained resource   i ∈Rν  re-
quired to perform all activities of the project.
In case of resources   i ∈Rν , an upper bound on the maximal availability required to per-
form all activities of the project can be calculated as follows: 

    
Ri ,ν

max := max
m∈Mjj∈V

∑ rijm
ν . For re-

sources   i ∈Rρ we perform a resource-unconstrained temporal analysis in network

      
r
G' (i):=< V ,E' ,c' (i) > with E' being the subset of the project network arc set E including all
(forward) arcs which correspond to minimal time lags. Arcs     < j, l >∈E'  are weighted with

    
′cjl(i):= min T

jlmij
*

min mij
* = arg max

m∈Mj

rijm
ρ











. Let 

    
Vi(t):= j ∈V t − D

jmij
* < ESTj ≤ t








 be the set of

activities in progress at time t based on earliest start times   ESTj      ( j ∈V) determined by the
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temporal analysis in       
r
G' (i). Then, 

    
Ri ,ρ

max := max
t=0,...,T −1

r
ijmij

*
ρ

j∈V(t)
∑  represents an upper bound on

the maximal availability of a resource   i ∈Rρ required to perform all activities of the pro-
ject.

The [0,1]-normalized resource strength     RSi ,τ  of resource i introduced by Kolisch et al.
(1992) is defined as follows:

(4.2)
    
RSi ,τ :=

Ri
τ − Ri ,τ

min

Ri ,τ
max − Ri ,τ

min (i ∈Rτ ,τ ∈ ρ, ν{ }).

The following input data is required for the generation of resource availability:

    RSτ
min ,RSτ

max (τ ∈ ρ, ν{ }) minimal and maximal resource strength of renewable, non-
renewable, and doubly-constrained resources.

The resource strength is randomly determined as follows:     RSi ,τ := rand[RSτ
min ,RSτ

max ].
Hence, in opposite to ProGen, the resource strength of resources belonging to the same
type   τ ∈ ρ, ν{ } may be different if   RSτ

min < RSτ
max .

With     Ri
τ := Ri ,τ

min + int(RSi ,τ(Ri ,τ
max − Ri ,τ

min)) (i ∈Rτ ,τ ∈ ρ, ν{ }) we obtain the availability of re-
newable, nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained resources.
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5. Conclusions

ProGen/max, a problem generator for the resource-constrained minimum project duration
problem MRCPSP/max, the resource leveling problem MRLP/max, and the resource in-
vestment problem MRIP/max has been developed. The emphasis was put on the efficient
and parameter-driven generation of cyclic network structures which occur if maximal time
lags have to be taken into consideration.
Two different approaches for the network generation have been proposed: the direct and
the contraction method. These will be tested competitively with respect to computation
time and the ability to generate special-shaped digraphs such as networks with a high
percentage of maximal time lags and a large number of cycle structures.
The impact of network restrictiveness introduced by Thesen on the hardness of problem
instances in resource-constrained scheduling will be evaluated in comparison with other
measures of network complexity.
A large testset of problem instances will be generated allowing full factorial design evalu-
ation of exact and heuristic procedures. Thus, the specific suitability of algorithms depend-
ing on values for network and resource measures will be investigated.
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